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of unmanned UAV systems is their safety, which currently is insufficient to allow for air tasks
to be performed in a controlled airspace [1]. Many research facilities around the world work on
improving UAV systems safety to a level that would permit their integration with air traffic control
systems [2],[3].
Safety of an unmanned system depends on the reliability of its components. There are
methods which allow to reduce the effects of failures of individual system components.
One of the main components of an UAV system, the reliability of which is the key
factor for the aircraft usability in a controlled airspace, is the aircraft itself. Reliability
of an unmanned aircraft depends on many factors, both external and internal, which include
reliability of the control system [4]. Hardware redundancy is the key method used to ensure
control systems’ reliability in manned aircraft [5]. Some disadvantages of this method, which
limit its applicability in unmanned aircraft, include high cost of such solutions and increased
complexity of the control system, its weight and volume [6]. Therefore, it seems natural to
utilize control system reconfiguration methods [7],[8]. Reconfiguration of the control system
can be accomplished using numerical algorithms which are designed to use still operational
control surfaces to compensate for effects of a failure [9]. The role of the reconfiguration
is not to restore full functionality of the control system, but rather to ensure some degree
of control which would allow the aircraft to be safely brought back to its launch zone, to be
landed in an accidental area or at least to be crashed in a controlled manner outside built-up
areas. Effectiveness of the control system reconfiguration depends mainly on the aircraft
dynamic properties and on the airframe configuration, including the number and the type
of control surfaces available. Therefore, in order to ensure the highest effectiveness of the
reconfiguration, normally coupled control surfaces (e.g. as ailerons, elevators or flaps) are
decoupled [6], [9]. Development of effective control system reconfiguration algorithms
requires a number of studies to be conducted in order to assess the impact of a failure
on the aircraft’s dynamic properties and limits of control. To conduct such studies, it will
be necessary to develop a mathematical and a simulated model of an aircraft with decoupled
control surfaces, in which each control surface is modeled as an independent element
generating aerodynamic forces and moments. Also, such model will be needed in order to
perform analysis and synthesis of reconfiguration algorithms, to conduct hardware-in-theloop tests of the final control system and to conduct studies of control system reconfiguration’s
impact on pilot’s/operator’s perception (human-machine interaction) [11].
This paper presents a nonlinear mathematical model and a simulation model of an unmanned
aircraft with decoupled control surfaces, with special focus on incorporation of estimated
aerodynamic loading generated by individual control surfaces. An indirect model of controllability
derivatives for decoupled control surfaces, with values determined with reference to derivatives
of coupled surfaces has been proposed, which allows for the aircraft model to be adjusted
and adapted to match any type of aircraft. Additionally the paper presents results of the model
validation performed using results of in-flight tests and results of real-time simulation performed
in a test simulator.
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2.	A MODEL OF AN UNMANNED AIRCRAFT WITH DECOUPLED
CONTROL SURFACES
2.1. Assumptions
A nonlinear model of an unmanned aircraft dynamics was developed for analysis and synthesis
of control algorithms for an aircraft with damaged control system. A small unmanned aircraft with
a wingspan of 2.6 m, a total length of 1.25 m and takeoff weight of up to 3 kg was selected
for modeling. The aircraft was equipped with a power unit consisting of an electric motor
with a fixed-pitch propeller in tractor configuration, installed in the nose part of the fuselage.
The maximum thrust of the power unit was 10 N. The aircraft had classic configuration of control
surfaces consisting of: one pair of ailerons, one pair of flaps on the wing trailing edge, one pair
of elevators and a rudder (fig. 1). The permissible deflection angles of individual control surfaces
were: +15 i -20 degrees for ailerons, ±15 degrees for elevators, ±30 degrees for the rudder
and +40 degrees for flaps. Downward deflection in case of ailerons, flaps and elevators and leftward
deflection in case of the ruder were assumed as positive deflection angles. A standardized thrust
control signal for the power unit varies in the (0, 1) range, where 0 corresponds to zero rpm and 1
to the maximum rpm of the engine.
The aircraft was modeled as a rigid body with six degrees of freedom, with mass-related
parameters (weight, center of gravity location and moments of inertia) not changing in flight.
Also a classic model of aerodynamic forces and moments was assumed [12], [13]. Due to
the anticipated application of the model, the key assumption was that the control system actuators
are decoupled, that is that each control surface can be deflected independently. The model omitted
dynamics of servomechanisms moving control surfaces, assuming that their inertia is small
compared to the inertia of the aircraft itself. Additionally it was assumed that the aircraft will travel
with a cruising speed of about 16 m/s at the altitude of up to 30 m.

Fig. 1. Configuration of the control system [own study, 2014]
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For the spatial description of the aircraft motion the following Cartesian right-hand coordinate
systems have been assumed (fig. 2):
• inertial, stationary coordinate system Onxnynzn, with the origin On located at an arbitrary point
on the earth surface, the direction of the axis Onzn axis is coincident with the direction and sense of the
earth acceleration vector, the Onxnyn plane is tangent to the earth surface, the Onxn axis is directed
towards the north geographic pole with the Onyn axis completing the right-hand system directed east,
• gravitational coordinate system Ogxgygzg is related to a moving object, with the system’s origin Og
located at the aircraft’s center of gravity, and the coordinate system is translated in parallel,
relative to the Onxnynzn inertial system, and senses of both systems’ axes are matching,
• the Obxbybzb coordinate system is associated with the aircraft; the origin of the system Ob
matches the origin of the gravitational system Og, with the Obxb axis lying in the aircraft’s plane
of symmetry Obxbzb and is directed towards the front of the aircraft’s fuselage; the Obzb axis
is directed “down”, with positive sense towards the aircraft’s landing gear, and the Obyb axis
completes the right-handed system and is directed towards the right wing.
• the OAxAyAzA aerodynamic coordinate system is related to the orientation of the inflow speed
vector; the OAxAzA plane lies in the plane of the aircraft’s symmetry; the origin of the coordinate
system is located in the center of the aircraft gravity; the OAxA axis direction and sense match
the aircraft airspeed vector; the OAzA axis is directed downwards and the OAyA axis towards
the right wing tip. The OAxAyAzA system is rotated relative to the Obxbybzb system in the Obxbzb
plane by the angle of attack a.

Fig. 2. Coordinate systems [own study, 2016]

2.2. Nonlinear equations of the aircraft motion

(

The aircraft motion equations were derived in the coordinate system associated with the aircraft
. Aircraft state vector
contains linear velocity components
– longitudinal speed, – lateral speed,
– vertical speed) and angular velocity components
( – roll angular velocity , – pitch angular velocity, – yaw angular velocity) (fig. 2).
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The aircraft position and orientation are described by the
vector,
where , , are vector components of the aircraft’s COG location in the navigational coordinate
system
,
is the roll angle,
is the pitch angle and
is the aircraft yaw angle (fig 2).
The relationships between the state vector
orientation and position vector

and the spatial

are described by the equation [12],[13]:

,

(1)

where the matrix

has the form of:
,

(2)

whereas [12], [13]:
, (3)

.

(4)

The general form of aircraft motion equations is described by [12], [13]:
,

(5)

,
where matrices

(6)
and

have the following forms [12], [13]:

,

,

(7)

is the aircraft weight, , , are aircraft moments of inertia and
is the deviation
whereas
moment of inertia.
The gravity force vector acting on the aircraft is described by the equation [12], [13]:
,

(8)

where: g is the value of the gravitational acceleration. Therefore, the vector describing loading from
the gravitational force has the form of:
.

(9)
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Thrust generated by the power unit of the aircraft has been estimated in the course of tests
conducted in a wind tunnel. During these tests the thrust of the power unit, the velocity of the air
stream flowing around the propeller and the power unit control signal were recorded. The power unit
of the aircraft is controlled by a pulse width modulated (PWM) control signal, therefore the recorded
control signal was the duty cycle of the pulse. Thrust has been derived as a function of a standardized
power unit control signal
and the longitudinal speed :
,

(10a)

,

(10b)

whereas the equation (10b) presents standardization of the control signal, that is the relation
duty cycle to the standardized control signal
used in the
of the PWM signal pulse
aircraft model while other components of the equation (10a) are described by the following
dependencies:
,

(11)
,

,

(12a)
(12b)

.

(12c)

Comparison of characteristics measured and computed using the model, which illustrate
the dependency of the thrust on the control signal for longitudinal speeds in the range from 4 to
20 m/s is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Thrust characteristics for various inflow speeds (“test” – wind tunnel test results, “calc.” – results
calculated according to the model) [own study: 2016]
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The power unit’s thrust vector shall have the form:
,

(13)

whereas the vector of the moment resulting from the thrust force:
,
where:
system

(14)

is a vector describing location of the thrust force vector
.

in the aircraft’s coordinate

Therefore the loading vector from the power unit is:
.

(15)

The aerodynamic loading vector shall have the following form:
,

(16)

whereas the control vector has the following components [14]:
,

(17)

– right aileron deflection angle,
– left aileron deflection angle,
– right elevator
where:
deflection angle,
– left elevator deflection angle,
– right flap deflection angle,
– left
aileron deflection angle,
– rudder deflection angle [15].
The aerodynamic model of the aircraft was developed based on aerodynamic properties captured
using analytical and numerical methods [16],[17]. For numerical analyses [18] (figure 4) MGAERO
software was used. It utilizes Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods and XFLR [19]
and Xfoil [20] software based on the panel method. The final form of the model is a compilation
of all these characteristics and its result constitutes a comprehensive aerodynamic model of an
aircraft with uncoupled control surfaces. According to the assumption made, a classic aerodynamic
loading model has been developed. Aerodynamic forces and moments are calculated as the sum
of the forces and moments determined for a neutral position of the control surfaces as functions
of angle of attack
and glide angle
(static forces and moments), aerodynamic moments
and forces resulting from changes of momentary angular velocities and linear speed derivatives as
well as aerodynamic forces and moments caused by control surface deflection [12],[13],[21]. Thus
the aerodynamic force and moment vectors are:
,

(17)
,

(18)

index refers to static aerodynamic loading,
refers to angular speed derivatives,
where the
refers to lateral speed derivatives,
refers to vertical acceleration derivatives, and
refers to control variable derivatives.
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Vectors of the aerodynamic force and of the aerodynamic moment are given by:

,

(19a)

, (19b)

where: – is the undisturbed flow speed,
– air density,
– reference surface area, – mean
aerodynamic chord, – wing span,
, ,
– dimensionless coefficients of aerodynamic forces,
,
,
– dimensionless coefficients of aerodynamic moments,
, ,
– derivatives
of stability and aerodynamic force control,
– derivatives of stability and aerodynamic
moment control,
– matrix of transformation from the OAxAyAzA system to the Obxbybzb system:
.

(20)

Fig. 4. Sample results of pressure distribution on a wing, generated using the MGAERO software (left – 5 degrees
angle of attack, right 0 degrees angle of attack with right aileron deflected) [own study, 2016]

Controllability derivatives have been estimated indirectly. Their values have been determined
with reference to maximum values of aerodynamic forces and moments from control for a classic,
non-uncoupled control system. The reference value is a derivative of the rudder, which is leading
for a given component of force or moment. For example, for the elevator the reference value for the
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derivative of the pitching moment is the maximum value of this derivative in a non-uncoupled
system, and for the aileron the reference value for the roll moment is the value of this derivative
in a non-uncoupled system. This solution facilitates adjustments of derivatives based on results
of in-flight tests, in a situation when uncoupling of control surfaces during a test flight is not possible.
Also, it allows for easy adaptation of the aerodynamic model to match any type of aircraft.
Derivatives of aerodynamic force and moment of controllability in a system associated with
the aircraft
is given by the following equations:

,

(21a)

,

(21b)

,

(21c)

,

(21d)
,

,

(21e)
(21f)

,
,

(21g)

,

(21k)

,

(21l)
,

(21m)

,

(21n)

,

(21o)

,

(21p)

,

(21r)

(21h)
,

(21i)

,

(21j)

where
,
,
,
,
,
are control derivatives for non-uncoupled (classic) control
system, which can be determined classically using analytical methods.
Results of numerical computations of control derivatives for uncoupled control surfaces were
used to determine scaling coefficient functions. First, values of derivatives for individual components
of the aerodynamic force and moment were calculated, for full ranges of control surface deflections
(with 5 degree step). Next, derivatives variability functions of control surface deflections were
determined and their ratios to maximum values of control derivatives in non-uncoupled configuration
were determined. Scaling coefficients of controllability derivatives for the modeled aircraft are:
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(22a)

, (22b)

,
,

(22c)
(22d)

,

,

(22j)

,

(22k)

,

(22l)
,

(22m)

,

(22n)
, (22o)

(22e)
, (22f)
,

,
,
where index
denotes
or
or to the right control surface.

(22g)
(22h)
(22i)

depending on whether the coefficient is related to the left

2.3. Validation of an unmanned aircraft non-linear model
In order to validate the developed model, the results obtained in the simulation were compared
with the results obtained during in-flight testing. In-flight tests were conducted for stable, horizontal
flights with speed of 16 m/s, at the altitude of 20 m, in calm weather conditions. The in-flight testing
involved recording of changes of aircraft state variables with the aircraft in a steady state, in response
to given control signals. Tests were performed for non-uncoupled control system (ailerons
and elevators working in pairs), by outputting to individual control channels typical signals which are
used for aircraft’s dynamic property tests or for dynamic property determination [21], [23].
For longitudinal motion, single rectangular pulse signals or multiple (“3-2-1-1”) rectangular signals
(fig. 5) were output to the coupled elevator control surface . For lateral motion tests, dual rectangular
pulse signals (“doublet”) were output to the rudder
and multiple rectangular pulse signals
(“bank-to-bank”) were output to ailerons
(fig. 8). These signals were automatically generated by
the on-board computer, after previous manual trimming of the aircraft for a stable horizontal flight.
During execution of maneuvers, the computer was recording measurements with the frequency
of 50 Hz for spatial orientation measurements and for linear acceleration and with the frequency
of 10 Hz for aerometric data measurements based on which the barometric altitude and airspeed
were calculated.
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During simulation tests, the same flight conditions were recreated, the same mass parameters
of the aircraft were assumed and identical control signals were generated, as during the in-flight
testing.
The discovered differences between the model and the actual aircraft behaviors resulted from
underestimation of mass parameters, coefficients and aerodynamic derivatives and simplifying
assumptions that were used in the model. Underestimation of aerodynamic coefficients could
have resulted from inaccurate computations, inadequate representation of the aircraft geometry or
imperfect manufacturing of the actual aircraft (inaccurate execution of its geometry, the quality of the
obtained airframe structure surface, etc.). Based on the comparison of simulation results and in-flight
tests, corrections of some coefficient and aerodynamic derivative values were introduced, which
significantly improved the model quality.
Results of the corrected model simulation were compared with the results obtained for three
repetitions of the same maneuver performed during the in-flight test. Figures 6 and 7 show the change
of the pitch angle in response to forced pulse signals and “3-2-1-1” output to the elevator. Figures
9 and 10 show the change of the roll and yaw angles in response to a “doublet” signal output to
the rudder. The comparison of the roll and yaw angle waveforms in the “bank-to-bank” test are
shown in figures 11 and 12. Conducted comparison tests have proven that the developed model
of unmanned aircraft flight dynamics is correct and corresponds to the physical object. Changes
in time of state variables for the actual aircraft and for the model are similar. Visible differences
resulted from both accuracy of the model itself and from the accuracy of conditions recreated
in simulation testing, assumed for the in-flight tests. The accuracy of the simulation model depends
on the quality of estimated aerodynamic and mass parameters and on the simplifying assumptions
made during the model development. Validation of the model during in-flight testing permitted
improvement of its quality by adjusting the values of estimated parameters, but it does not warrant
full compatibility with the actual aircraft due to the assumed form of aerodynamic loading model
and simplifying assumptions.

Fig. 5. Rectangular pulse and “3-2-1-1” pulse signals to elevators [own study, 2016]
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Fig. 6. Change of the pitch angle for pulsed deflection of elevators [own study, 2016]

Fig. 7. Change of the pitch angle for the “3-2-1-1” signal output to elevators [own study, 2016]

Fig. 8. A “doublet” signal and a “bank-to-bank” signal output to the rudder and to ailerons [own study, 2016]
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Fig. 9. Change of the roll angle for the “doublet” signal output to the rudder [own study, 2016]

Fig. 10. Change of the yaw angle for the “doublet” signal output to the rudder [own study, 2016]

Fig. 11. Change of the roll angle for the “bank-to-bank” signal output to ailerons [own study, 2016]
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Fig. 12. Change of the yaw angle for the “bank-to-bank” signal output to ailerons [own study, 2016]

Figures 13-16 show sample results of the simulation comparing responses of the aircraft in case
of non-uncoupled (classic) and uncoupled control systems. Figures 13 and 14 show changes
of spatial orientation angles in response to the forced “3-2-1-1” signal output to both elevators
(classic case) and to the right elevator only (uncoupled case). Whereas in the latter case, the left
elevator remained in a non-deflected position during the whole time of the simulation. Figures 15
and 16 show simulation results for non-uncoupled (classic system) and uncoupled ailerons. In this
case the bank-to-bank signal was output to both ailerons (classic case) and only to the right aileron,
for the uncoupled case (left aileron remained in neutral position). As can be seen, utilization of only
one control surface reduces the amplitude of the pitch angle change and appearance of cross-couplings
in case of roll control. In case of the control in the roll channel, reduction of changes of all spatial
orientation angles can be seen.

Fig. 13. Change of the pitch angle for the “3-2-1-1” signal output to the elevator [own study, 2016]
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Fig. 14. Change of the roll and yaw angle for the “3-2-1-1” signal output to the elevator [own study, 2016]

Fig. 15. Change of the pitch angle for the bank-to-bank signal output to ailerons [own study, 2016]

Fig. 16. Change of the roll and yaw angles for the bank-to-bank signal output to ailerons [own study, 2016]
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3. 	A SIMULATION MODEL OF AN UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
A mathematical model of an unmanned aircraft was used to develop a simulation model in the
Simulink environment. Apart from the mathematical aircraft model, the simulation model includes
a Dryden atmosphere model and the input-output interface module. The input-output interface
module is responsible for communication with external hardware such as, flying controls or autopilot
and for measuring equipment simulation. Simulation of the measuring equipment is intended to
convert ideal variable state signals from the aircraft dynamics model to signals representative
for actual measurements. The module performs discretization of signals and generation of noise
and measurement errors.
The simulation model has been applied in the test simulator, the design of which permits
integration of the software developed in the Simulink environment with the simulator software
and enables communication of the integrated model with external hardware over the CANaerospace
bus [24] (fig. 17). This allows to perform hardware-in-the-loop studies of the developed control
system.

Fig. 17. Modular design of the test simulator software [own study 2016]

A series of test flights were performed in the test simulator in order to test the correct functioning
of the whole system. Sample results of one of the tests are shown in figures 18-22. Results illustrate
a free flight, during which the operator was tasked with a number of flight course, speed and altitude
changes. A flight without malfunctions was simulated, and due to this control surfaces were operating
in a non-uncoupled (classic) configuration. Figure 18 shows the flight trajectory in the WGS84
coordinate system. Figures 19 through 22 show recoded waveforms of: IAS, barometric altitude
changes, lateral acceleration, yaw angular speed and control variables (deflection of control surfaces
and the throttle input) stated as percentage of their respective maximum values. The aileron deflection
signal represents the deflection mean value for both ailerons
[12]. Tests have shown
that the model behaves correctly, the simulation runs smoothly and the quality of simulated
measurement signals is correct.
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Fig. 18. Trajectory of a test flight in the simulator [own study, 2016]

Fig. 19. IAS and barometric altitude waveforms recorded during a test flight on the simulator [own study, 2016]

Fig. 20. Yaw speed and lateral acceleration waveforms recorded during a test flight on the simulator
[own study, 2016]
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Fig. 21. Aileron and elevator deflection angle waveforms recorded during a test flight on the simulator
[own study, 2016]

Fig. 22. Rudder deflection angle and throttle input waveforms recorded during a test flight on the simulator
[own study, 2016]

4. 	CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented a non-linear model of an unmanned aircraft with decoupled control
surfaces. The model utilized an indirect method for controllability derivatives’ determination,
which facilitates adjustment of derivatives based on in-flight tests and allows for the method to be
applied to any aircraft type. Comparison of the results obtained using the model against the results
from in-flight tests has shown that the model is correct and that it correctly reflects the behavior
of the actual aircraft. The developed model of unmanned aircraft dynamics with decoupled control
surfaces can be used for tests of aircraft dynamic properties in control system failure conditions as
well as for developing control and reconfiguration algorithms. Tests performed on the test simulator
have shown that the model works in real-time and that it may be used for testing of finished control
systems using the hardware-in-the-loop method.
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MODEL SAMOLOTU BEZZAŁOGOWEGO DLA ANALIZY
I SYNTEZY REKONFIGURACJI UKŁADU STEROWANIA
Streszczenie
Niezawodność samolotów bezzałogowych jest czynnikiem decydującym o możliwości
wykonywania zadań lotniczych w kontrolowanej przestrzeni powietrznej. Jedną z metod zwiększenia
niezawodności samolotów bezzałogowych jest rekonfiguracja układu sterowania, która umożliwia
sterowanie samolotem pomimo powstałej awarii. Rekonfiguracja systemu sterowania polega na
wykorzystaniu sprawnych powierzchni sterowych do kompensacji skutków awarii oraz sterowania
uszkodzonym samolotem. Opracowanie efektywnych algorytmów rekonfiguracji wymaga
wykorzystania nieliniowego modelu dynamiki samolotu bezzałogowego, w którym możliwe jest
niezależne sterowanie wychyleniem każdej powierzchni sterowej.
W pracy przedstawiono nieliniowy model małego samolotu bezzałogowego o rozprzężonych
powierzchniach sterowych. Przestawiono równania dynamiki samolotu oraz oszacowane równania
pochodnych sterowności dla każdej z powierzchni sterowych, wyniki testów porównawczych modelu
i rzeczywistego samolotu oraz strukturę modelu symulacyjnego. Opracowany model samolotu
bezzałogowego może być wykorzystany do opracowania oraz optymalizacji algorytmów sterowania
samolotem z uszkodzonym systemem sterowania, oraz badania wpływu awarii na właściwości
dynamiczne samolotu.
Słowa kluczowe: dynamika lotu, sterowanie, rekonfiguracja.
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